EEE Tea Reception 2006

It was that time of the year when A-level students and polytechnics graduates pondered on which university to study in, and more importantly, the course to be undertaken. To help these students make a better choice, the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE) organized Tea reception on 7 May and 13 May 2006.

Held at the Antica Ballroom, Orchard Parade Hotel; the event catered to some 300 A-level and polytechnics students over those two fruitful days. Compared to the last year’s Tea reception in Suntec City, this year’s location offered a more congenial and conducive environment for informal discussions between the students and the EEE’s Professors.

Each of the tea sessions began at 3pm sharp. Yet, streams of potential students flocked in by 2pm and enquired on the EEE courses. Each Professor was assigned to some students to help clarify the students’ queries. Every enthusiastic question from the students was answered tactfully by the thoughtful Professors. Even the student representatives from EEE were glad to share their undergraduate experiences with the eager students. The students were fascinated by the fun side of a EEE student's life – where life does not revolve around good marks alone. It is about striking a balance between study and play.

Although each session lasted for one and a half hours, these potential students gained tremendous insight on the expectations and lives of a EEE undergraduate. Professor Koh Soo Nge (Vice Dean, Academic) gave valuable information on the academic issues while Professor Tang enlivened the floor with his antics as he presented on the career prospects of EEE graduates. It was evident that the Tea reception would attract these potential students to enjoy the NTU’s undergraduate experience and EEE’s fun-loving learning environment.